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Sheryl Cooper Bassi, left, Oak Ridge, LA was honored as LBBS Bluebirder of The
Year, 2013. Emily Winners, LBBS President, Lecompte, LA presented the award at the
Annual Meeting of the Louisiana Bayou Bluebird Society. The meeting was held at
Smith’s Landing, at Lecompte, LA.
Sheryl is a founding member of LBBS and has served in many capacities i.e Secretary/
Treasurer, Bayou Nest News Editor, board member and is now serving as 1st Vice
President. Sheryl worked tirelessly in getting the organization to the non-profit status
which took several months. She has traveled with her Mom and Dad, Evelyn and Clayton
Cooper, over the state conducting nest box workshops. She assisted her Mother in giving
many presentations.
Sheryl enjoyed having her first bluebirds (ever!) at her new home in Oak Ridge, LA
this year. She enjoys many other species in her wonderful habitat there.
Kudos to Sheryl!!!
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Thanks so much to everyone who
attended our 11th annual meeting at Smith’s
Landing in Lecompte on September 28. A
great big thank you to our guest speaker,
Kenny Kleinpeter, who gave a wonderful
presentation on our native cavity nesters,
and all the work that’s required to maintain
a successful trail. Hill Kemp entertained us
with yet another verse of the “Bluebird”
song he wrote last year. This verse was
written just for Evelyn Cooper, who
tirelessly devotes her time and energy to
our bluebirds.
And congrats to Deb
Hoover who walked away with the Nikon
binoculars! For those of you who were
unable to attend, we hope to see you next
year!
Nesting season has come to a close, and
I hope it’s been a good one in your part of
the state. Our bluebird trail here in the
central part of the state has had its ups and
downs, but for the most part, it’s been a
productive year. The summer fledglings
have become carbon copies of their
parents, and it’s a joy to see them flocking
together on my fences.
Late fall/early winter is a great time to
monitor your boxes one last time. Old
nests can be removed, the boxes can be
cleaned if necessary, and repairs can be
made. As winter sets in, you may find the
bluebirds (and possibly other birds) using
the boxes to hunker down on an extremely
cold, nasty night. Because our winters are
generally mild, the bluebirds overwinter
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here, and offering a clean nest box can be
just the ticket during inclement weather.
For those of you who may have boxes
mounted on a wooden pole or fence, you
may want to take steps to prevent mice
from taking over this winter. This can be
accomplished by either propping open the
door, or sealing off the entrance hole.
As always, I look forward to your ideas,
comments and suggestions. Please feel free
to contact me at emilywinners@msn.com.
Emily
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The
LBBS
Banner with
our logo was
placed
out
front
of
S m i t h ’ s
Landing
in
Lecompte,
LA where our
a n n u a l
meeting was
held. What a
lovely place
for
our
meeting!

Kenny Kleinpeter, Baton
Rouge, was keynote speaker
for the LBBS annual
meeting. Kenny is always
such a delightful speaker
and has a wealth of
knowledge about all cavitynesting birds, especially the
House Sparrow, which he
shared some of his
experiences about his trail at
the Dairy.
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Marilynn Lewis, (left), and Ann Padgett, (right) Monroe, LA attended the meeting. Ann
and her husband, Jim, became LBBS members. Marilynn is serving on the Board of
Directors. Thanks to Marilynn, Ann and Jim for their support for LBBS.

Deb Hoover, West Monroe,
won the Nikon Binoculars.
Looks like Jack may be
planning on borrowing
them!
Please do not forget to
renew your membership if
you have not done so. We
operate
solely
on
memberships, donations,
raffles and silent auction
items at our meeting! We
take pride in our wonderful
true one-inch Cypress nest
boxes we are able to
produce!
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FOSTERING BLUEBIRD EGGS AND BABIES
By: Evelyn Cooper

If you stay with your involvement
of raising Bluebirds, your chances of
finding orphaned babies or viable
abandoned eggs gets higher as time
goes on. Fostering eggs and chicks
can be done only when you are certain
beyond a doubt that either the female
or both the male and female are gone,
and not attending the babies anymore.
It also means that you are certain a
nest of eggs has been abandoned for
whatever reason. It may take close
observation for several hours to
determine that the babies are
orphaned.
I’ll say up front that some may
have some moral or legal issues
concerning taking these measures, but
the greater majority see it as the “good
Samaritan” and it is regarded as such
by the law. We tend our boxes on a
regular basis, opening the box, and
observing to see if anything is wrong
and if so, we try to make it better.
If the bluebird nestlings are left
with only the female, the chances are
high that she will brood and feed them
until they fledge. She will also take
care of them during the several days
to over a week that they are still being
fed while high up in trees, not coming
to the ground. She will then teach
them to fly to the ground to learn to
feed. I had a male parent with orphans
bring them to the feeder for suet and it
is a great thing to observe. You can
click on this link and read the
extraordinary story that included the
one below about the snake at the state
park: http://www.purplemartins.com/RTC/
showthread.php?t=1129.
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Sometimes, the female will find a new
mate right away to help her with her
duties. Sometimes juvenile bluebirds
from a prior nesting will help out. If a
male is left with nestlings and they are
still being brooded, they are doomed
without our intervention. The male
does not have a brooding patch on his
belly and therefore, does not do any of
the brooding. It is imperative to find
nestlings the same age and species to
foster them. Note carefully that I said
same age. It would not do to have
even two days difference in age. This
is true also for abandoned eggs.
I’ve had several experiences with
both eggs and babies. About ten years
ago, I walked up to a box on my trail
and could hear the babies screaming,
which alarmed me as I had never
heard them making sounds at all. As I
opened the door, they were all
standing up in the nest screaming. I
did not know what to think. I looked
around to see if I saw either parent
where they usually perched in a tree
watching me as I monitored. I did not
see either one of them. It was very
early after lunch that this happened. I
made several trips to the box at 30
minute intervals. As the day was
getting near end, I was so afraid they
parents had disappeared. To my relief,
on the last trip I made, I saw the male
sitting on the limb not far from the
box. Apparently, something happened
to the female. The babies were just
past the brooding stage and the male
parent went on to feed the babies and
Con’t on page 6

Con’t from page 5

I was due to monitor one day, but
had to make it the next day. I make this
point because as I was approaching
one of my boxes, a snake’s head was
sticking out the hole. (If I had
monitored the day before, chances are I
would not have seen this and been able
to help). The only thing in my arsenal
of tools was a fairly large screw driver,
but I took it and put it under the nest
and threw the whole thing on the
ground. I still can’t believe I did this!
Records showed there were four
nestlings in the box. Immediately, the
snake started crawling off, (and I
certainly let him). One baby was dead,
but the other was alive!!! I grabbed
him up and found a paper sack in my
box and put it in there. Again, my
records showed that the four babies in
the backyard with the nestbox cam
were the same age. The nestlings were
placed there and after a short time
passed, we could not tell which one it
was. All five babies fledged.
Around eight years ago, Starlings
appeared on my trail and eggs were
missing from a couple of boxes. In one
box, the Starling had dropped one of
the eggs and it landed between the nest
and the door. I scooped it up and
placed in a box that was nearby that I
knew were laid the same day. It made
six eggs in the box. They all hatched
and all fledged! Wow! That sure made
me feel good! We added a 2 x 4 face
guard on the entry hole and it stopped
larger birds from reaching in and
snatching eggs or babies.
I didn’t just luck up with good
results with these experiences.

and they fledged. I tell about these
experiences because it is so important
to observe and make absolutely sure
that the babies are orphaned.
Three years ago, I had an
experience with fostering babies. My
neighbor called me frantically one
day saying that she had bluebirds
nesting in her open garage and
something had spooked them and
three babies were on the ground. I
hurried to her house close to my
home. There she sat with the babies in
a box with a towel over them on her
lap. I took it home with me. The box
in the backyard with the nest cam had
four babies the same age as these. I
put one with them. I had another box
at the garden about 300 feet from my
house and it had three the same age
also, so I put the other two there. We
watched on the nest cam in the
backyard as the parents immediately
fed this baby and accepted it as their
own. You could not tell which one
was the orphan from their size and
feathers. We watched all of them
fledge on the nest cam. I monitored
the two that were placed in the box by
the garden and they fledged
successfully too. I keep records and
can also size up from their appearance
if their age is right to place them. We
also placed a nest box with a proper
guard in my neighbor’s yard.
The third experience I had with
fostering nestlings happened about
three years ago. I established a trail
with eight boxes at the Poverty Point
State Park in Delhi.
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Con’t from page 6
Fostering Bluebird Eggs And Babies
I did my homework. I had read numerous
articles and stories and also saw on the
bluebird forum where people just did not
take into consideration the difference in
age and it wound up they lost their brood.
I was contacted during this nesting season
about a problem with orphaned babies and
from the information I had, I felt the
orphaned babies were two to three days
older than the ones in the landlord’s box. I
did not feel good about this placement.
Sure enough, shortly after they were
placed in the box, bad storms hit and food
was scarce. The parents fed the larger
chicks and the landlord lost his own babies
due to the circumstances.
It is a good thing when we can help
orphaned babies and abandoned eggs, but I
say never, never compromise your own to
do it. Sometimes, both yours and the
fostered babies or eggs do not make it if
you are absolutely certain of ages and
dates of eggs laid.
Rare Bluebird Twins Found
Cornell Lab of Ornithology
Earlier this summer, the cornell Lab of
Ornithology’s Project NestWatch received a
report of an anomaly in an Easter Bluebird nest in
State College, PA. The nest contained three
normal-sized eggs and one large egg. The large
egg contained two fertilized embryos, or twins!
The four eggs hatched on July 1, resulting in five
nestlings. The twins did not grow as quickly as
their three siblings and were always noticeably
smaller. Unfortunately, these two smaller
nestlings died after 11 days, perhaps because the
adult male bluebird went missing at some point.
The female likely had a hard time feeding all five
babies on her own, and the two smaller nestlings
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may not have been able to obtain as
much food as their larger siblings. The
three surviving nestlings are doing well
at the time of this writing in July.
Twinning has been observed in other
species of wild birds, including Am.
Goldfinch, Peregrine Falcon, Gadwall,
Mallard and Song Sparrow as well as
domestic chickens. Opportunities to
observe this rare occurrence outside of
a laboratory are scarce because doubleembryo eggs are rare to begin withfewer than one-half of one percent of
waterfowl eggs in one study contained
twins. It is even rarer for both chicks
to survive hatching. Typically, before
hatching, one embryo may out-compete
the other, or both embryos may die due
to insufficient oxygen and/or space. A
large study of 208 double-yolked
chicken eggs only resulted in one egg
that hatched into twin chicks. Twin
chicks apparently have a very difficult
time pipping the eggshell.
Twins can for form eggs with doubleyolks (i.e., fraternal twins), or from eggs
with one yolk and two embryos (i.e.,
identical twins) We don't know which was
the case for these bluebird twins, but we do
know that for them to have hatched and
lived for 11 days is a very rare
phenomenon, indeed! We thank Gerald
Clark, owner of the nest box in Question
and NestWatcher harry Schmedier for
bringing this to our attention so we can all
learn from this unique experience.

The Cornell Lab of Ornithology’s
NestWatch (www.nestwach.ort) is a
nationwide monitoring program
designed to tract status and trends in
the reproductive bioloty of birds bu
utilizing data collected by citizenscientists.
This article originally appeared in the
July 2013 issue of the NestWatch
eNewsletter; it is reprinted in the
NABS Bluebird Journal Vol. 35 No. 4
with permission and appears here with
NABS permission.
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